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Abstract. This paper proposes a first sketch on the state of the art regarding interactive edutainment games delivered through mobile multimedia museum guidance
systems used in the context of a cultural visit. The goal is to identify current practices but also potential functional requirements, through the introduction of a first
set of classification criteria emerging from a literature review of representative
projects. The issue of related evaluation practices is also discussed.
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1 Introduction and Motivation for Research
About one third of museum and gallery audiences are made up by children accompanied by their families. As interactivity and action is vital for children, a perception
that the museum visit will be fun is crucial. In this context, educational games for museum handheld devices may constitute an alternative to PDA-escorted guided visits,
especially attractive for children and adults by triggering curiosity and promoting
engagement physically, mentally and emotionally [1].

2 A First Set of Classification Criteria
Multimedia games for museum handheld devices can be solitary games (e.g. [2, 3]) or
team games [4, 5, 6, 7]. Teams can be consisted of individuals [4, 5] or groups of two or
more players [5, 6, 7]. When teams or team members are given the possibility to communicate between them, communication can be synchronous -as is more often the case- or
asynchronous [2]. Another distinction can be made according to whether the game proposes the use of one or multiple delivery platforms [7] such as stationary workstations,
video projectors or head mounted displays [4]. The environment in which the game takes
place can also be used for classification purposes; three categories can be distinguished:
outdoor games in cities, historical or archaeological sites [4], indoor games in museums
and galleries [5, 6, 7] and games that combine tasks that should be accomplished both in
an indoor and an outdoor environment [7]. Similarly, the games can also take place in a
variety of computer environments: 2D environments, 3D environments, Augmented
Reality environments or combinations of the above [7]. The examined games are often
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inspired by already well known educational museum games, like “treasure hunts” and
observation games [4, 7] or mystery/detective games, in which the players have to solve
a mystery case regarding one or several museum objects ([4, 5]). According to the nature
of the proposed activities, edutainment applications for mobile multimedia museum
guidance systems can be also distinguished in observation games, reflection games or
video/arcade games [2]. Finally it should be noted that additional activities are sometimes
also proposed for the pre- and post-visit phases [3].

3 Perspectives and Directions for Future Work
Games can provide an important ally in mobile museum guides’ and edutainment
projects. However, the number of evaluation studies carried out regarding edutainment interactive applications on museum handheld devices is significantly inferior to
this concerning the effectiveness of use of mobile multimedia museum guides. In
addition, scarce are the studies regarding the effectiveness of PDA delivered educational games as compared with more “traditional”, educational, paper and pencil
quests. Hence, the urge to further invest in the conception, assessment and evaluation
of mobile museum guides’ edutainment applications is crucial.
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